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Abstract. We show JoyFlick: A Japanese text entry method on game
consoles with dual joysticks for ﬂick-input users. To reduce the learning cost, the procedure of JoyFlick is designed based on a ﬂick-input,
which is a Japanese text entry method that approximately 80% of young
Japanese people use daily on smartphones. The user using JoyFlick is
able to enter a Japanese basic phonetic character with two joystick operations. In addition, JoyFlick’s widgets spend a little amount of real estate
on a screen, making it easy for developers to allocate space for other
content. We conducted user studies that compared the performance of
JoyFlick with a Kana syllabary keyboard, the de-facto standard for the
Japanese text entry method on game consoles. The results showed the
followings: (1) after training employing 28 phrases (289 characters, mean
entry time = 373 seconds), the ﬂick-input users using JoyFlick can enter
texts faster than using the Kana syllabary keyboard; (2) the ﬂick-input
users can enter text using JoyFlick 1.53-fold faster (60.1 CPM) than the
Kana syllabary keyboard (39.2 CPM) after one-week training in which
the users enter texts less than 140 (M = 135) characters per day. These
results show that JoyFlick provides a fast and easy Japanese text entry
method to the ﬂick-input users using the game controllers and yet spends
a little amount of real estate on a screen.
Keywords: game controller · dual-joystick input · circular keyboard
layout.

1

Introduction

Many people have game consoles. The game console users often enjoy text chat
on games and share game clips on SNS. In addition, games involving several
people are popular [8,9]; participants communicate via text or voice. In such
games, users use voice chat or text chat. The use of voice chat is noisy for
people around the user limiting the situations in which it can be used. Text chat
is quieter than voice chat, although the text entry speed is slower. For these
reasons, rapid text entry methods are required on game consoles.
Using a physical QWERTY keyboard is not always a good way for all game
console users. To use a physical QWERTY keyboard, the users need to connect
hardware keyboards to the game console. In addition, a physical keyboard is
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Fig. 1. Views of game controller (Nintendo Switch Pro Controller [16]). (a) Front view.
(b) Top view.

an extra device for game consoles. Thus, the user needs to pay extra costs for
installation. On the other hand, the user can save these costs by using a soft
keyboard: the user can enter texts using only the game controller (e.g., Fig. 1).
A Kana syllabary keyboard is the most popular soft keyboard for Japanese
text entry on game consoles. The Kana syllabary keyboard has more than 50
keys and 1 cursor. After the user moves the cursor over keys to the desired key,
the user pushes the button on the game controller to enter the character. The
Kana syllabary keyboard has the advantage that any Japanese can understand
how to use it at a glance since the Kana syllabary keyboard is designed based
on a Japanese syllabary chart, which any Japanese learned in elementary school.
However, it is diﬃcult to manage many keys with a single cursor, as if a user
uses a QWERTY keyboard with only one ﬁnger. In addition, since the Kana
syllabary keyboard has many keys, it occupies almost half of the small game
console screen. In such a case, we consider that the keyboard could hinder the
user experience.
We built a new Japanese soft keyboard called JoyFlick. In order to become
a new option for Japanese text entry on game consoles, JoyFlick was designed
to meet the following requirements.
Simple entry: With a Kana syllabary keyboard, the user moves the cursor to
the desired key to enter a character. The relative position of the cursor and
the desired key determine the required operations. In most cases, entering
a character contains “button-bashing” or long press and then opportune
release. If the user can enter texts without these slow operations, the user
can enter texts faster.
Low learning cost: Many users have been used to enter texts using a Kana
syllabary keyboard. If the learning cost is lower, more users will use not
Kana syllabary keyboard but JoyFlick.
Small widget: The size of the keyboard should be reduced to that of a Kana
syllabary keyboard so that the screen is not covered as much as possible.
JoyFlick adopts dual joysticks for text entry. Most modern game controllers have
two joysticks (like Fig. 1). In addition, most of the Japanese alphabet (kana)
consists of 2 elements (consonant and vowel). Therefore, we mapped one joystick
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to consonant and the other joystick to vowel. The combination of two selected
keys determines the character. JoyFlick adopts the key layout based on ﬂickinput, which approximately 80% of young Japanese people use daily on the
smartphone [12]. In addition, JoyFlick has only 15 keys; thus JoyFlick’s widget
can be smaller than the Kana syllabary keyboard.
The four main contributions of this research are:
– We designed a novel Japanese text entry method called JoyFlick using dual
joysticks on the game controller.
– We showed that the text entry speed of the ﬂick-input users using JoyFlick
exceeds that of a Kana syllabary keyboard after 28 phrases of entry by user
studies.
– We showed that the ﬂick-input users can enter text using JoyFlick 1.53-fold
faster (60.1 CPM) than Kana syllabary keyboard (39.2 CPM) after one-week
training in which the users entered texts less than 140 (M = 135) characters
per day by user studies.
– We showed that the learning cost of JoyFlick for ﬂick-input users is less than
the Kana syllabary keyboard by user studies.
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Fig. 2. Japanese syllabary charts. (Left) Basic letters only. (Right) Voiced letters, the
P-sound, and small letters.

This section introduces the basis of Japanese text entry and the Japanese
writing system [5]. Japanese text can be transcribed with kana and kanji. Kana
are phonograms and kanji are ideograms derived from Chinese letters. Each
kanji letter has (a) phonetic value(s) written using kana character(s). In most
Japanese text entry systems, the user enters kana characters ﬁrst. Then, the
system displays candidates consisted of kanji character(s) and kana character(s)
on the basis of the entered kana character(s), since there are multiple candidates
because the relationship between kana(s) and kanji is many-to-many. The user
selects the desired candidate to enter the required words that consist of kana
characters and kanji letters (kana-kanji conversion).
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Kana letters can be transcribed into one to three (M = 1.8) alphabetical
letters following the Japanese syllabary chart (Fig. 2). Most basic kana letters
(“Basic letter” in Fig. 2 left) consist of consonants and vowels (e.g., ‘と’ consists
of ‘t’ and ‘o’: ‘t’ as the consonant and ‘o’ as the vowel). Some basic kana letters
can be converted into the special kana letters by adding a symbol (e.g., ‘と’ can
be converted into ‘ど’ by adding ‘*’ as a symbol). In other words, the special
kana letters consist of consonants, vowels, and symbols (e.g., ‘ど’ consists of ‘t’,
‘o’, and ‘*’, Fig. 2 right).

3

Related Work

Our work relates to the work on phonetics-based kana input (particularly, ﬂickinput), text entry with a game controller, and the hybrid of both.
3.1

Phonetics-based Kana Input

Since JoyFlick is a phonetic based kana input method, we describe popular
methods in the same category used on personal computers, smartphones, and
game consoles.
QWERTY Japanese speakers usually use a QWERTY keyboard for kana input
on personal computers. Some of them use a QWERTY keyboard on mobile
devices.
A hardware QWERTY keyboard can be connected to game consoles such as
Nintendo Switch [15] and PlayStation 4 [20] for kana input. However, it is not
always a good way for all users due to the following reasons. First, these consoles
are not sold with a keyboard; thus, the user needs to purchase a keyboard to use
it on a game console. Second, the user must switch from the controller to the
keyboard to enter text. Moreover, the user’s posture and position are restricted
to where the keyboard is placed. Third, young Japanese people are not very
good at typing on a QWERTY keyboard [11]. For these reasons, Japanese people
commonly use only the game controller to enter text with a soft keyboard.

あ か さ た な は ま ら や わ
い き し ち に ひ み り

を BS

う く す つ ぬ ふ む る ゆ ん
え け せ て ね へ め れ

ー

お こ そ と の ほ も ろ よ 〜

*

Fig. 3. View of the Kana syllabary keyboard.
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Syllabary Nowadays, the typical text entry method for game controllers is an
onscreen selection keyboard [21,22]. The user moves a cursor to the desired key
using a joystick or a directional pad (D-pad) and then presses the key using
a button. For English text entry, a QWERTY or alphabetical key layout is
commonly used [10].
Similarly, an onscreen selection keyboard for Japanese text entry, whose the
key layout looks similar to the syllabary chart (Fig. 2), is used. In this paper, we
term this “Kana syllabary keyboard” (e.g., Fig. 3). Most Japanese can understand how to use it at the glance because an onscreen selection keyboard displays
all characters users can input and because a Kana syllabary keyboard looks similar to the syllabary chart that anyone who has learned the Japanese language
knows, which allows Japanese users to quickly recognize where the desired key
is.
Although the above design of a Kana syllabary keyboard achieves low learning cost, the design can hinder the user experience. Since a Kana syllabary
keyboard has more than 50 keys and the user manages any keys with a single
cursor, text entry with the keyboard can be cumbersome because large distances
have to be traversed between some keys. Moreover, the keyboard occupies almost
half of the screen in some cases since it needs to display many keys.

a

b

c

Fig. 4. Process of ﬂick-input. (a) Pressing the ‘た’ key will provide feedback on characters that can be input by tapping or ﬂicking the ‘た’ key. (b) Flicking the ‘た’ key
downwards will input (c) “と”．

Flick Input Flick-input is one of the input methods widely used in touchscreenequipped mobile devices [5]. Approximately 80% of young Japanese people use
ﬂick-input [12]. Flick-input has a 3 × 4 key layout, similar to the 3 × 4 key layout
of old mobile phones. It adopts four-directional ﬂick operations, which takes
advantage of the characteristics of touchscreens and allows for gesture input. The
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user can perform ﬁve kinds of inputs for each key: tapping the key or ﬂicking in
four directions from the center of the key (left, up, right, or down). With this
design, the user can easily enter a basic kana letter by tapping or ﬂicking a key
once. For example, by ﬂicking the ‘た’ key downwards, the user can enter “と”
(Fig. 4). Converting a basic kana letter to a special kana letter requires ﬂicking
or tapping the ‘*’ key. For example, ﬂicking the ‘た’ key downwards and then
tapping the ‘*’ key once enter “ど”.
Flick-based Methods Many techniques are aimed at improving ﬂick input.
Blossom [18,17] supports kana input using ﬂick operation on the soft QWERTY keyboard. After pressing the desired key to select the consonant, the user
ﬂicks the key to select the vowel. By contrast, JoyFlick’s key layout is based on
ﬂick-input, not QWERTY.
A method proposed by Ikawa and Miyashita [7] and No-Look Flick [5] adopt
ﬂick operations for selecting both consonant and vowel on devices with touchscreens. We extend this approach to dual joysticks.
3.2

Text Entry with a Game Controller

Some text entry techniques for game controllers has been developed. PizzaText [24] is an English text entry using dual joysticks. TwoStick [10] is also
a text entry method for game controllers with dual joysticks, which is designed
to be used for English and many European languages. After selecting a group of
characters using a joystick, the user selects the desired character from the group
using the other joystick with these methods. We extend this procedure to kana
input. Moreover, these methods use unique key layouts. We considered that an
unfamiliar key layout could increase learning cost.
The text entry technique for game controllers showed by Sandes and Aubert
et al. [19] relies on the user’s familiarity with QWERTY. Similarly, our keyboard
uses the familiarity of young people with ﬂick-input [12] to reduce learning costs.
3.3

Phonetics-based Kana Input using a Game Controller

Nakamura et al. [14] used two mice for kana input. The user uses each trackball
of mice in both hands to select consonants and vowels on a circular menu. The
key layout is unique. By contrast, JoyFlick uses joysticks to select slices instead
of trackballs.
EGConvert [13] is a kana input method using dual joysticks. Two rings that
surround a circle share a central point (Fig. 5). Both rings have eight slices. The
outer ring, accessed using the left joystick, contains the consonant menu. The
inner ring, accessed using the right joystick, contains the vowel menu. The ring
arrangement reduces the size of widget, although it may increase the cognitive
load on the user to map the left and right joysticks to the outer and inner
rings [6]. In addition, the key layout is unique.
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Fig. 5. View of the EGConvert when the user selects ‘と’ (T-o)．

These methods use their original key layouts that should be unfamiliar to
most users. By contrast, JoyFlick adopts the key layout of ﬂick-input used by
approximately 80% of young Japanese to reduce the user’s learning cost.
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Fig. 6. Views of IToNe (a) when both sticks are in the neutral position and (b) when
the user selects the ‘と’ (T-o) key．

IToNe [6] is also a kana input method using dual joysticks. The left and
right half-rings are mapped to the left and right joysticks (Fig. 6). The user tilts
one joystick upward to select a consonant and the other joystick downward to
select a vowel. The inputs may be in either order. IToNe’s key layout is based
on the Japanese syllabary chart while JoyFlick’s one is based on ﬂick-input. In
addition, IToNe’s key layout has 5 duplications; that is, each of the 5 vowels has
a corresponding key in both left and right bottom half rings. Since reducing these
duplications make the slices larger, JoyFlick’s key layout has no duplications.

4

JoyFlick

JoyFlick is a novel Japanese text entry method for game controllers. Approximately 80% of young Japanese uses ﬂick-input; thus, JoyFlick adopts the ﬂickinput key layout to save the user’s learning costs. All keys can be selected in
one operation. Speciﬁcally, to enter a basic kana character, the user selects two
keys.
4.1

Key Layout

JoyFlick adopts a ﬂick-input key layout modiﬁed for dual joysticks (Fig. 7). We
consider that our key layout enables the ﬂick-input user to save the learning costs.
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Left component

Right component

Fig. 7. JoyFlick’s widget in the neutral position (both sticks) and descriptions.

As described in Section 2, a combination of consonant and vowel determines a
basic kana letter. Therefore, the consonant selected by one operation and the
vowel selected by one operation derives the character. There are 10 consonants
and 5 vowels in Japanese. We use joysticks to select the key because a joystick
has a rich input vocabulary.
To treat the keys with dual joysticks, we modiﬁed ﬂick-input’s key layout.
Fig. 7 shows the key layout for JoyFlick. The right component and the left component are mapped to the right joystick and the left joystick. The right component corresponds to the consonant key layout of ﬂick-input (Fig. 4c). However,
the ‘わ’ key’s position is diﬀerent from the original: the ‘わ’ key is subscripted at
the right of the ‘な’ key. This design gives the user the aﬀordance, telling that
the key can be selected with push-in. The left component corresponds to the
vowel key layout of ﬂick-input (Fig. 4a). In addition, no elevation angle of the
joystick is used for key selection to reduce the required accuracy of operation for
the user.
The consonant key layout has more keys than the vowel key layout; thus,
the user needs to operate more precisely the former than the latter. We thus
mapped the consonant key layout to the right joystick because most people are
right-handed.
Special letters are entered by converting basic kana letters. JoyFlick adopts
the ZR or ZL buttons for the conversion. This design allows the user to quickly
convert a character to its special character by keeping their thumbs touching
each joystick.
The user pushes the B button to backspace. It is the same button layout as
the Kana syllabary keyboard to save the user’s learning cost.
4.2

Entry Method

A kana character is entered in two operations. First, the user tilts or presses the
right joystick to select the desired consonant. Second, the user tilts or pushes the
left joystick to select the desired vowel. When the left joystick returns to neutral,
the character is entered. The neutral position of the left joystick corresponds to
“no vowel ”; the neutral position of the right joystick to the consonant ‘な’ (N)．
The push-in of the right joystick corresponds to the consonant ‘わ’ (W) and
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Fig. 8. JoyFlick’s widget (a) when the user selects the ‘た’ key and (b) when the user
selects the ‘た’ and ‘お’ keys to enter “と” (T-o).

the push-in of the left joystick corresponds to the vowel ‘あ’ (a). When a key is
selected, the game controller brieﬂy vibrates to give the user tactile feedback to
notify the user that a key is selected. The user can enter a special kana character
by pushing the ZR or ZL button after entering a basic character. For example,
pushing the ZR or ZL button one or more times will convert “つ” (T-u) to “
づ” (T*-u), “っ” (T˜-u), and “つ” (T-u). The user backspaces by pushing the B
button.
For example, to enter the character “と” (T-o), the user ﬁrst selects the
consonant ‘た’ (T) by tilting the right joystick to the left (Fig. 8a). After that,
the user selects the vowel ‘お’ (o) (in other words, now the user selects the
character “と” (T-o)) by tilting the left joystick down (Fig. 8b). In the end, the
user enters “と” (T-o) by releasing the left joystick.
4.3

Design Features

As a new option of Japanese text entry on game consoles, JoyFlick has the
following features:
Simple entry: A basic kana character is entered in two operations.
Low learning cost: JoyFlick’s key layout is based on the key layout of ﬂickinput used by approximately 80% of young Japanese people.
Small widget: Although a Kana syllabary keyboard has more than 50 keys,
JoyFlick has only 15 keys except for modiﬁer keys. Thus, the size of JoyFlick’s
widget is less than half of a Kana syllabary keyboard.

5

User Study 1

We initially compared the performance of JoyFlick beginners to that of a Kana
syllabary keyboard (the de-facto standard for Japanese text entry on game consoles).
5.1

Participants

We enrolled 24 native Japanese speakers (19–25 years old, M = 21.8, SD = 1.19).
2 participants were female. 1 participant was left-handed, 23 were right-handed,
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and none have ambidexterity. 23 participants have a Nintendo Switch [15].
The average total play time of Nintendo Switch is 1.23 × 103 hours (SD =
1.19 × 103 hours). No participant had any experience with JoyFlick; all had
used the Kana syllabary keyboard of Nintendo Switch. On the smartphone, 18
participants use ﬂick-input and the others use QWERTY daily. In this section,
we call the former TARGET-USERS and the latter OTHERS.
12 participants joined the study online using Discord [2] as a COVID-19
precaution and the others came to our laboratory (and were thus oﬄine).

5.2

Apparatus

a
b

Fig. 9. Display during the tests. In this example, the participant was instructed to
enter “いんたらくと” (“INTERACT”) (a) and “いんたらく” (“INTERAC”) has been
entered (b). During the trainings, the text explaining how to complete the entry was
additionally showed.

We developed a prototype system (Fig. 9), which runs on macOS and Windows 10, in Rust using joycon-rs [23]. We implemented JoyFlick and a Kana
syllabary keyboard in the system. A Nintendo Switch Pro Controller [16] (Fig. 1)
served as the input device, which was connected to the participants’ computer
via Bluetooth. We distributed the prototype system to the online participants.

5.3

Task

Displayed phrases were transcribed. Entry was completed by pushing the Plus
button (Fig. 1). All participants were instructed to enter the text as quickly and
accurately as possible. The participants could use the B button to correct errors,
although this was not compulsory.
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Procedure

Each participant completed two sessions of text transcription. One session was
for JoyFlick and the other was for the Kana syllabary keyboard. Each session
consisted of training and test. We counterbalanced the session and phrase orders
to neutralize any eﬀects of learning and fatigue.
We ﬁrst explained the purpose of the study. We then used a questionnaire to
gather participant demographics. Before each session, we explained how to use
the relevant keyboard. All participants then transcribed all phrases, which consisted of basic and special kana characters and the “prolonged sound” character
marks (“ー”). We prepared 28 phrases with 289 characters for training and 24
phrases with 167 characters for test. In total, each participant was required to
enter the following amount of characters:
2 sessions × (289 characters + 167 characters) = 912 characters.
All participants completed two sessions within 1 hour.
5.5

Results and Analysis

We measured the text entry speed and accuracy. Characters per Minute (CPM)
was used as the metric of text entry speed because Japanese text is not written
with a space between words. Total Error Rate (Total ER) and Minimum String
Distance Error Rate (MSD ER) [1] were used as the metric of text entry accuracy.
The methods tested (2 levels) and daily kana entry methods into smartphones
(2 levels: TARGET-USERS and OTHERS) were the independent variables. The
dependent variables were CPM, Total ER, and MSD ER. We used a two-way
ANOVA test followed by the post-hoc analysis using Tukey’s HSD test for CPM.
Since Shapiro-Wilk tests showed that Total ER and MSD ER had no normality,
we used Steel-Dwass tests for Total ER and MSD ER. Only the test data were
analyzed.
Online vs. oﬄine No statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences were shown in CPM
(Welch’s t-test), Total ER (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test), and MSD ER (WilcoxonMann-Whitney test) between online and oﬄine participants.
Speed The text entry speeds are shown in Fig. 10–12. During the tests, the
text entry speeds were 42.8 CPM (SD = 8.98 CPM) in JoyFlick and 37.2 CPM
(SD = 5.96 CPM) in Kana syllabary keyboard; the diﬀerence was statistically
signiﬁcant (p < 0.05, F1,44 = 10.4, η 2 = 0.166). Statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences were shown between TARGET-USERS and OTHERS in JoyFlick (p <
0.05, d = 1.16) and JoyFlick and the Kana syllabary keyboard in TARGETUSERS (p < 0.05, d = 1.20).
JoyFlick was faster than the Kana syllabary keyboard for most phrases
(Fig. 10). TARGET-USERS’ curve attained 40 CPM in 15 phrases, whereas
OTHERS’ curve could not attain 40 CPM in the test (Fig. 11).
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y = 4.24 log(x) + 26.7, R2 = 0.789
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Fig. 10. Average text entry speeds using JoyFlick and Kana syllabary keyboard. The gray bands show 95% conﬁdence interval.
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Fig. 11. Average JoyFlick text entry
speeds of TARGET-USERS and OTHERS. The gray bands show 95% conﬁdence interval.
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Fig. 12. Average text entry speeds using JoyFlick and Kana syllabary keyboard of
(left) TARGET-USERS and (right) OTHERS. The gray bands show 95% conﬁdence
interval.
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Accuracy The Total ERs were 8.22% (SD = 3.90%) in JoyFlick and 5.29%
(SD = 7.75%) in the Kana syllabary keyboard for the tests. Statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence (p < 0.05, d = 0.315) was shown between TARGET-USERS using
JoyFlick (8.22%, SD = 3.46%) and TARGET-USERS using the Kana syllabary
keyboard (6.05%, SD = 8.83%). The diﬀerence between TARGET-USERS using
JoyFlick and OTHERS using the Kana syllabary keyboard (3.02%, SD = 1.63%)
was also statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.05, d = 1.60). The MSD ERs were
0.648% (SD = 0.965%) in JoyFlick and 0.749% (SD = 0.955%) in the Kana
syllabary keyboard. The MSD ER diﬀerences were not signiﬁcant. We observed
that JoyFlick’s Total ER tended to be higher than the Kana syllabary keyboard and that JoyFlick’s MSD ER tended to be lower than the Kana syllabary
keyboard.

Table 1. The correlation coeﬃcients between total play time; and the CPM, Total
ER, and MSD ER.
CPM Total ER MSD ER
TARGET-USERS 0.321 −0.415 −0.041
OTHERS
0.480
0.036 −0.583
Kana syllabary keyboard TARGET-USERS 0.155
0.009 −0.183
OTHERS
−0.256
0.023 −0.473
JoyFlick

Total Play Time The correlation coeﬃcients between the total play time of
Nintendo Switch; and the CPM, Total ER, and MSD ER are listed in Tab. 1.
5.6

Discussion

Speed The results showed that TARGET-USERS, even with little experience,
were faster in JoyFlick than the Kana syllabary keyboard. In addition, the results
showed that the learning cost of JoyFlick for TARGET-USERS is less than for
OTHERS: TARGET-USERS learned JoyFlick very quickly.
Accuracy The results of MSD ER showed that the text transcripted using
JoyFlick was as accurate as using the Kana syllabary keyboard. The Total ER
and MSD ER suggested that JoyFlick was more error-prone; however, mistakes
were easily corrected by backspacing.
Total Play Time Overall, the correlations between the total play time and
the other metrics were weak, suggesting that the eﬀect of total play time on
performance was minimal.

6

User Study 2

Participants used JoyFlick and the kana syllabary keyboard daily for 7 days.
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Participants

We enrolled 15 native Japanese speakers (20-25 years old, M = 21.9, SD = 1.28).
All participants were male. 1 participant was left-handed, 14 were right-handed,
and none have ambidexterity. All participants owned a Nintendo Switch [15].
The average total play time of Nintendo Switch was 1.52 × 103 hours (SD =
1.39 × 103 hours). All participants had been enrolled in the User Study 1. On
the smartphone, 11 participants used ﬂick-input and 4 used QWERTY daily. In
this section, we call the former TARGET-USERS and the latter OTHERS.

6.2

Apparatus, Task, and Procedure

The apparatus, task, and procedure were as described above with the following
exceptions:
– All participants completed 1 session daily; both JoyFlick and the Kana syllabary keyboard were tested; the order of text entry methods was randomly
determined.
– We prepared the phrase set that includes 60 phrases with 451 characters for
the test.
– All participants entered approximately 18 phrases (i.e., 135 characters) for
each method.
– All participants engaged in 1 session once daily for 7 consecutive days.
– After the last session, all participants completed questionnaires about preference.
– In total, each participant was required to enter approximately the following
amount of characters:
7 sessions × 2 methods × 135 characters = 1890 characters.
All participants completed a session within 15 minutes.

6.3

Results and Analysis

The analysis was as described above with the following exceptions:
– The methods tested (2 levels), the daily kana entry methods into smartphones (2 levels: TARGET-USERS and OTHERS), and the number of sessions (7) were the independent variables.
– The main eﬀects were tested via a three-way repeated measures ANOVA for
CPM.
– Since Shapiro-Wilk tests showed that Total ER and MSD ER had no normality, we tested Total ER and MSD ER of the last sessions using Steel-Dwass
tests.
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Speed The text entry speeds are shown in Fig. 13–15. The main eﬀect of
sessions was statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.005, F1,189 = 118, η 2 = 0.102). A
statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence was evident between JoyFlick and the Kana
syllabary keyboard (p < 0.005, d = 7.11). During the last test, the average text
entry speeds of TARGET-USERS were 60.1 CPM (SD = 11.8 CPM) in JoyFlick
and 39.2 CPM (SD = 7.45 CPM) in the Kana syllabary keyboard. Statistically
signiﬁcant diﬀerences were evident between TARGET-USERS and OTHERS in
JoyFlick (p < 0.005, d = 0.624) and between JoyFlick and the Kana syllabary
keyboard of TARGET-USERS (p < 0.005, d = 2.03).
At the last test, the text entry speed in JoyFlick was 1.45-fold faster than the
Kana syllabary keyboard (Fig. 13). The text entry speed of OTHERS in JoyFlick
overtook that in the Kana syllabary keyboard at the ﬁrst session (Fig. 15 right).
Accuracy During the last test, the Total ERs were 11.2% (SD = 6.49%) in
JoyFlick and 2.53% (SD = 12.2%) in Kana syllabary keyboard. A statistically
signiﬁcant diﬀerence was shown between JoyFlick (11.3%, SD = 7.53%) and
the Kana syllabary keyboard (2.35%, SD = 1.15%) in TARGET-USERS (p <
0.005, d = 1.60).
For the ﬁrst test, the MSD ERs were 2.82% (SD = 1.13%) in JoyFlick and
2.11% (SD = 3.30%) in the Kana syllabary keyboard. For the last test, the MSD
ERs were 1.13% (SD = 8.31 × 10−1 %)in JoyFlick and 0.244% (SD = 3.57 ×
10−1 %) in the Kana syllabary keyboard. A statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence
was shown between JoyFlick (1.15%, SD = 0.705%) and the Kana syllabary
keyboard (0.265%, SD = 0.368%) in TARGET-USERS (p < 0.05, d = 1.51).
Questionnaire The result of the questionnaire showed that all TARGETUSERS and 2 of OTHERS preferred JoyFlick to the Kana syllabary keyboard
as a Japanese text entry method on game consoles.
6.4

Discussion

Speed At the end of the study, the text entry speed of TARGET-USERS using
JoyFlick was 1.53-fold faster than that of the Kana syllabary keyboard (Fig. 15
left). On all tests, the average text entry speed of TARGET-USERS is always
approximately 10 CPM faster than OTHERS (Fig. 14). Hence, the learning cost
of JoyFlick for TARGET-USERS was still lower than OTHERS since all the
participants in User Study 2 participated in User Study 1. In addition, the
text entry speed of TARGET-USERS using JoyFlick could have more growth
potential than using the Kana syllabary keyboard (Fig. 15 left).
Accuracy Although the MSD and Total ERs of JoyFlick tended to be higher
than those of the Kana syllabary keyboard, neither error level would be fatal.
During the last test, almost all JoyFlick entry errors were corrected (MSD ER
1.13%). In addition, since the CPM includes the correction time, the results
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showed that JoyFlick was faster than the Kana syllabary keyboard, even with
corrections. We consider that the increased speed (53.3% for TARGET-USERS
and 25.0% for OTHERS) outweighs the reduced accuracy (Total ER = 8.64%
and MSD ER = 0.886%).

Questionnaire TARGET-USERS preferred JoyFlick. OTHERS stated that
they would likely to use JoyFlick, which is consistent with the result where the
text entry speed of OTHERS in JoyFlick was faster than the Kana syllabary
keyboard even at the ﬁrst session.

7
7.1

Discussion and Future Work
Input Method Editor

While our two user studies showed that JoyFlick has a good text entry performance, incorporating Input Method Editor (IME) into JoyFlick could further
improve performance. Japanese text contains several kinds of characters (e.g.,
kana, kanji, numbers, symbols, and emoji). The user uses IME, which is a part of
an input method, to convert kana characters to other kinds of characters. Moreover, a contemporary IME has a feature of autocorrection so that some kana
entry errors are tolerable. Therefore, IME could compensate for lower accuracy
in text entry with JoyFlick. Therefore, evaluating the performance of JoyFlick
and the Kana syllabary keyboard with IME by user studies is our important
future work to examine the feasibility of JoyFlick.

7.2

User-deﬁned Key

8 participants of User Study 1 found it diﬃcult to push in the joysticks. 3 participants of User Study 1 suggested that the functions of the left and right joysticks
should be swapped. 1 participant of the study suggested user-deﬁned keys would
be valuable (this is common in shooting games [3,4]). Therefore, user-deﬁned
key mapping might improve user experience.

7.3

Other Contexts

JoyFlick was designed for Japanese text entry on game consoles; it could be
useful in other contexts. For example, JoyFlick could be used for text entry in
virtual reality. While an English text entry method for virtual reality using dual
joysticks already exists [24], evaluating the performance using JoyFlick in virtual
reality by user studies is left for our future work.
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Combination of JoyFlick and Kana Syllabary Keyboard

Since JoyFlick and the Kana syllabary keyboard have their strengths, it would
be desirable that both are implemented on game consoles. The former would be
better when speed is required (e.g., text chat and posting entries of more than
two phrases). The latter would be better when accuracy is essential (e.g., SSID
and password entry and entering a short phrase such as a name). However, frequent switching between methods increases the cost of text entry. We conjecture
that the user chooses a method based on the context of text entry. Presetting
the appropriate method for each text entry beforehand could save the cost of
switching between diﬀerent methods.

8

Conclusion

We presented a Japanese text entry method on game consoles with dual joysticks
for ﬂick-input users, which we call JoyFlick. We designed JoyFlick so that a basic
kana character is entered in two operations of joysticks. In addition, we adopted
the key layout based on that of ﬂick-input used by approximately 80% of young
Japanese people to lower the learning cost. Furthermore, JoyFlick has only 15
keys except for modiﬁer keys; thus, JoyFlick occupies the screen space less than
half of a Kana syllabary keyboard (the de-facto standard for Japanese text entry
on game consoles). Our user studies showed that (1) text entry using JoyFlick
became faster than the Kana syllabary keyboard after training using only 28
phrases; (2) JoyFlick users entered text 1.53-fold faster (60.1 CPM) than the
Kana syllabary keyboard (39.2 CPM) after one week of training (entry of fewer
than 140 characters/day). These results suggest that JoyFlick is a fast, easy, and
unobtrusive Japanese text entry method on game consoles.
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